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11.1 Introduction

In the previous year we have continued and extended our studies of the fundamental phys-

ical properties of high-temperature superconductors (HTS) and related magnetic systems.

One main research project involves detailed oxygen isotope (16O/18O) e�ect (OIE) studies

on various physical quantities and phenomena (critical temperature, in-plane penetration

depth, resistivity, charge and spin dynamics, stripe formation) in these systems in order to

explore the role of lattice e�ects in cuprate systems. In another project, we have contin-

ued our investigation of the magnetic, electronic and thermal properties of HTS, that we

have started several years ago. A great advantage of our work is the application of com-

plementary experimental techniques, such as muon-spin rotation (�SR), nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR), nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR,) electron paramagnetic resonance

(EPR), together with bulk SQUID and torque magnetometry measurements, resistivity, and

thermal measurements. The scienti�c merit of this work is to gain new information on the

relevant physical properties of HTS and related systems which may help to clarify the nature

of high-temperature superconductivity.

11.2 Studies of oxygen isotope e�ects

11.2.1 Oxygen isotope e�ects in manganites

Despite tremendous experimental e�orts [1], the basic physics and the microscopic mecha-

nism for the colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) in doped manganites remain controversial

[2, 3, 4]. Several theoretical investigations [2, 3] indicate that in the paramagnetic state

the electron-phonon coupling constant � is large enough to form small polarons while the

growing ferromagnetic order increases the bandwidth and thus decreases � suÆciently to

form a large polaron metallic state. On the other hand, Alexandrov and Bratkovsky [4] have

recently argued that the model suggested by Millis et al. [2] cannot quantitatively explain

CMR, and thus proposed an alternative CMR theory. The basic idea of their model is that

the small polarons form localized bound pairs (bipolarons) in the paramagnetic state, while
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the competing exchange interaction of the polaronic carriers with localized spins drives the

ferromagnetic transition. The transition is accompanied by a giant increase in the number

of small polarons which are mobile carriers and move coherently at low temperatures. This

model appears to be able to explain the CMR quantitatively.

In order to discriminate among those di�erent models, we study the oxygen 16O vs. 18O

isotope e�ects on the transport properties in several doped manganites. The OIE on the

intrinsic resistivity was obtained from high-quality epitaxial thin �lms of La0:75Ca0:25MnO3

and Nd0:7Sr0:3MnO3. The OIE on the thermoelectric power S was studied in ceramic samples

of La1�xCaxMnO3, since the grain-boundary e�ect on S is negligible.

In the low-temperature ferromagnetic state, the intrinsic resistivity of these compounds

shows a strong dependence on the oxygen isotope mass. The residual resistivity of the �lms

increases by 15(3)% upon replacing 16O with 18O [5]. In contrast, the thermoelectric power

is nearly independent of the oxygen isotope mass [6]. The observed large isotope e�ect on

the resistivity and negligible e�ect on the thermoelectric power are in quantitative agreement

with a theory based on a novel polaronic Fermi liquid [6]. The existence of a polaronic Fermi-

liquid state in the ferromagnetic state is also consistent with the CMR theory by Alexandrov

and Bratkovsky [4].

In the paramagnetic state, the resistivity data can be well �t by [7]
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p
is the polaron bandwidth, and E

�
is the acti-

vation energy. We found that, upon replacing 16O with 18O, the parameter A decreases by

35(5)%, and E
�
increases by 13.2(5) meV [7]. The strong isotope dependence of E

�
is not

consistent with a simple small polaron hopping conduction mechanism where E
�
is nearly

independent of the isotope mass. However, this isotope e�ect is in quantitative agreement

with a scenario where immobile bipolarons are formed in the paramagnetic state [7], and thus

give a strong support to the CMR theory proposed by Alexandrov and Bratkovsky [4].

11.2.2 Oxygen isotope e�ects in cuprates

a) Charge and spin dynamics in YBa2Cu4O8 studied by NMR/NQR

Recently we performed high accuracy 63Cu NQR spin-lattice relaxation and SQUID magne-

tization measurements on 16O and 18O exchanged YBa2Cu4O8 and determined the isotope

shift of the opening of the spin-pseudogap, T �, and the superconducting transition temper-

ature T
c
. The corresponding isotope exponents are �

T
� = 0.061(8) and �

Tc
= 0.056(12),

which are the same within error bars and suggest a common origin for the superconducting

and the spin-pseudogap [8]. This result is in contrast to a recent study [9] which reported

the absence of an OIE in the pseudogap of YBa2Cu4O8 as determined by 89Y Knight shift.

To resolve this controversy we decided to perform high precision Cu Knight shift measure-

ments on the same samples we used in the spin-lattice relaxation measurements. For this

purpose we �rst had to measure accurately on both oxygen exchanged samples the Cu NQR

frequency (zero magnetic �eld), shown in the left part of Fig. 11.8. After orientating the

YBa2Cu4O8 powder grains in the 9T-magnet and �xing them in epoxy resin, we performed

Cu Knight shift measurements for the orientation of the grains with their c-axis perpendic-

ular to the magnetic �eld. In the right part of Fig. 11.8 we exhibit the �nal result obtained

for the Knight shift after correcting for quadrupolar e�ects. There is de�nitely an OIE on

the pseudogap determined by the Cu Knight shift. For the corresponding pseudogap energy

scale we �nd values of 239.5 K and 237.4 K for 16O and 18O, respectively. The Knight shift
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Figure 11.8: Oxygen isotope e�ect on NMR and NQR of plane copper in YBa2Cu4O8 . Left:

temperature dependence of the NQR frequency. Right: temperature dependence of the Knight

shift.

isotope exponent amounts to 0.085(44) which is in error bar limits the same as for T �. Thus

we clearly demonstrate that spin-lattice relaxation and Knight shift show the same OIE on

the pseudogap with an isotope exponent equal to the one of T
c
. Looking closer at the NQR

frequency (�
Q
) dependence of 16O and 18O samples (Fig. 11.8) we noticed an additional

interesting OIE. Besides the roughly constant 15 kHz shift between the two samples which

comes from the di�erence in the quantum mechanical zero-point displacement and thermal

lattice expansion, we observed a strong OIE in the temperatures where the �
Q
(T ) curves

have their minima and their largest slopes, respectively. Subtracting from �
Q
(T ) a lattice

contribution, corrected for thermal expansion, we end up with a "rest" contribution that has

to come from charge redistribution in the CuO2 plane, presumably connected to the forma-

tion of a new pseudogap. Quantifying this "rest" contribution by �tting it with an expression

similar to the one used for the Knight shift leads to energy scales of 186.4 K and 177.8 K

for 16O and 18O, respectively. The corresponding isotope exponent was found to be 0.45(11)

which is quite di�erent from what the spin-pseudogap shows. The NQR frequency involves

no spin but charge only, however, all the charges irrespective of what state they occupy. This

contrasts the spin-pseudogap as observed by spin lattice-relaxation and by Knight shift where

only spins of electrons close to the Fermi surface get involved. However, it is evident from

the results shown in Fig. 11.8 that the NQR frequency reveals independent electronic charge

features that appear to coexist with the spin-pseudogap and superconductivity.

b) Rare earth ion size e�ects in LaSrCuO compounds

The OIE on the suppression of the superconducting transition temperature T
c
induced by

the substitution of La by Eu in the compound (La1�yEuy)2�xSrxCuO4 was systematically

investigated in the framework of a diploma thesis. For this purpose, a series of samples

of (La1�yEuy)2�xSrxCuO4 with Sr contents x = 0.1, 0.15, and 0.20 and Eu contents y =

0.00, 0.05, and 0.10, were synthesized by means of standard solid state reaction sample

preparation techniques. The oxygen-isotope exchange 16O ! 18O was carried out by Dr.
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samples, demonstrating the strong doping de-

pendence of the Eu induced enhancement of

�
O
.

transition temperature T
c
and hence its dependence on the Sr and Eu content were determined

by magnetic susceptibility measurements. The results are as follows: First, T
c
decreases

drastically with increasing Eu concentration, whereby the T
c
suppression is most eÆcient in

the underdoped regime. Replacement of 10% of La3+ (ionic radius r
K

= 114 pm) by the

smaller rare-earth ion Eu3+ (r
K
= 95 pm) reduces T

c
below 5 K. Second, the oxygen-isotope

exponent �
O
of T

c
decreases almost linearly with increasing charge carrier concentration, i.e.

the OIE is most pronounced in the underdoped regime for all Eu concentrations. Furthermore,

�
O
increases nearly linearly with increasing Eu content for all charge carrier concentrations

(Fig. 11.9). These �ndings con�rm the well known generic trend that �
O
is largest for lowest

T
c
.

Moreover, our results for the Eu induced suppression of T
c
are consistent with the physical

model, recently proposed for the Nd induced suppression of T
c
in (La1�yNdy)2�xSrxCuO4

[10]. The basic idea of this model involves the buckling of the CuO2 conduction layers caused

by the mismatch between the radii of the rare-earth ions which is responsible for the disap-

pearance of superconductivity in the low temperature tetragonal (LTT) structural phase.

c) Stripe formation and structural phase transitions in LaSrCuO compounds

The observation of alternating spin and charge stripes below a characteristic temperature

T
� [11, 12] has added a new feature to the phase diagram of the high-temperature cuprate

superconductors. The stripe phase was suggested to be important to the understanding of the

pairing mechanism in these materials [13]. However, the microscopic origin of the stripe phase

is still a matter of debate. Concerning the high-T
c
materials, most studies of the stripe phase

were concentrated on 214 compounds with a doping level close to 1/8. It was shown that in

Nd-substituted La1:48Nd0:4Sr0:12CuO4, the stripe phase is static, and no superconductivity is

observed [11]. On the other hand, the stripe phase in Nd-free samples (e.g., La1:94Sr0:06CuO4)

is dynamic and superconductivity survives [14]. This indicates that Nd substitution has

substantial e�ects on both the dynamics of the stripe phase and superconductivity.

However, it is still not clear how Nd substitution e�ects the physical properties of the

La2�xSrxCuO4 system. The complication is associated with the fact that a partial substitu-

tion of La by Nd in La2�xSrxCuO4 induces a structural-phase transition, which occurs (for

40% substitution) at about 80 K, while the charge stripe formation takes place near 65 K.

This complication is even more pronounced in the compound La1:875Ba0:125CuO4, where the

structural phase transition is clearly observable at 57 K (see Annual Report 1999/2000),

while the charge stripe formation temperature is near 54 K, which renders the two transi-
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tions almost indistinguishable. Therefore, it is natural to ask whether these two phenomena

are related to each other. If they are related, the OIE on the charge-stripe formation tem-

perature might be caused by the OIE on the structural phase transition temperature or

vice versa. In order to clarify the situation, it is necessary to synthesize a compound in

which the two transitions occur at clearly distinct temperatures. This condition is ful�lled

in the compound (La0:9Eu0:1)1:875Sr0:125CuO4, where the structural phase transition takes

place around 120 K, whereby the charge ordering temperature is 65 K [15]. Therefore, the

compounds (La0:9Eu0:1)1:875Sr0:125CuO4 containing the oxygen isotopes 16O and 18O were

chosen for our studies of the relation between the OIE on the charge stripe formation and

the structural-phase transition temperatures.

One of the strongest signatures of a possible stripe formation in the La2�xSrxCuO4 system

was found in the so-called wipeout e�ect for the 63Cu NQR signal [15]. On cooling the

number of 63Cu nuclei contributing to the signal starts to decrease at a certain temperature

(even above T
c
), which is identi�ed as the onset temperature for stripe formation. At low

temperature the signal completely disappears. We performed an OIE study of the 63Cu-

NQR-wipeout e�ect in La1:875Ba0:125CuO4 and (La0:9Eu0:1)1:875Sr0:125CuO4. The results

are shown in Fig. 11.10. The wipeout e�ect is described by a normalized factor F which
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Figure 11.10: NQR-wipeout e�ect in La1:875Ba0:125CuO4 and (La0:9Eu0:1)1:875Sr0:125CuO4.

The e�ect is represented by a normalized factor F, as introduced in Ref. [15]. Curves are

guides to the eye.

represents sort of an order parameter for charge stripe formation. The charge stripe formation

onset-temperature in (La0:9Eu0:1)1:875Sr0:125CuO4 was found to be 63(2) K, which is in good

agreement with the value reported in Ref. [15]. Heat capacity measurements on the identical

sample revealed a clearly discernible structural phase transition at 116(2) K, in agreement

with 119 K reported in earlier work [16]. However, within experimental errors we have not

been able to detect any clear OIE on both transition temperatures.

This is in contrast to the situation in La1:875Ba0:125CuO4, where we observe an oxygen-

isotope shift of 2 K on both the structural phase transition around 57 K (from our heat

capacity data) and on the charge stripe formation temperature (from our NQR wipeout data

in Fig. 11.10b). Hence, the situation in (La0:9Eu0:1)1:85Sr0:15CuO4 is less clear, and we cannot
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draw any further conclusions on the microscopic mechanism responsible for the occurrence

of the observed phase transition and its dependence on oxygen-isotope exchange.

At this point it should be mentioned that there exists an alternative point of view concerning

the interpretation of the NQR-wipeout e�ect as a measure of stripe order. According to Ref.

[17] this e�ect also could be explained by the glassy nature of the magnetic freezing: slow

spin dynamics shorten copper nuclear relaxation times, and these nuclei become unobservable

below a threshold value of relaxation times. Because the dynamics is spatially inhomogeneous

and the freezing occurs on a wide temperature interval, the NQR signal disappears gradually

on cooling.

d) Measurements of the magnetic penetration depth by �SR

There is increasing evidence that a strong electron-phonon coupling is present in cuprate su-

perconductors, which may lead to the formation of polarons (bare charge carriers accompanied

by local lattice distortions) [18, 19]. However, it is not clear whether these normal-state pola-

ronic carriers condense into Cooper pairs in the superconducting state. One way to test this

hypothesis is to demonstrate that the e�ective mass of the supercarriers m� depends on the

massM of the lattice atoms. This is in contrast to conventional BCS superconductors, where

only the `bare' charge carriers condense into Cooper pairs, and m� is essentially independent

of M .

According to the London model the in-plane penetration depth �
ab
in cuprate supercon-

ductors (clean limit) obeys the simple relation: �
�2

ab

(0) / n
s
=m

�

ab

; where n
s
is the charge

carrier density, and m�

ab

is the in-plane e�ective mass of the superconducting charge carriers.

Thus a possible mass dependence of m�

ab

can be measured by investigating the isotope e�ect

on the penetration depth. Previous OIE studies of the penetration depth in La2�xSrxCuO4

indeed showed a pronounced oxygen-mass dependence on the supercarrier mass [20, 21, 22].

However, in all these experiments � was extracted indirectly, either from the Meissner fraction

[20, 21], or from magnetic torque measurements [22].

The �SR technique is one of the most direct and accurate methods to determine the

penetration depth � in type II superconductors. Detailed �SR investigations of polycrystalline

samples of cuprate superconductors have demonstrated that � can be obtained from the muon

spin depolarization rate �(T ) / 1=�2(T ), which probes the magnetic �eld distribution in the

mixed state. For highly anisotropic superconductors (like the cuprate superconductors) � is

solely determined by the shortest penetration depth �
ab
, and the following relation holds [23]:

�(T ) / 1=�2
ab
(T ) / n

s
=m

�

ab
:

In the last year we used transverse-�eld �SR in order to study the OIE on �
ab
in underdoped

powder samples of Y1�xPrxBa2Cu3O7�Æ with x = 0:3 and 0.4. Preliminary results clearly

indicate a pronounced OIE on �
�2

ab

which increases with decreasing T
c
. For x = 0:3 and

0.4 the OIE was found to be ��=� = ���2
ab

=�
�2

ab

= �4(1)% and -7(1)%, respectively, in

agreement with the recent magnetic torque measurements on La2�xSrxCuO4 [22]. These

experiments are the �rst direct demonstration of an OIE on the magnetic penetration depth

in a cuprate superconductor, implying that lattice vibrations indeed play a role in high-

temperature superconductivity.
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11.3 Thermal and transport studies

11.3.1 New developments in instrumentation

An old and very sensitive method to detect phase transitions in solids is the di�erential-

thermal analysis (DTA). It is widely used in chemical sciences for measurements above room

temperature. However, recently it has also been used to measure heat capacities of super-

conductors between 40 K and 300 K [24]. The method is so sensitive that the latent heat

of vortex-lattice melting in YBa2Cu3O7�Æ could be measured for the �rst time [25]. We

wire cooling
heat switch

DTA unit

heater unit

Figure 11.11: Central part of low-

temperature DTA-insert

extended the DTA method described in Ref. [24] using cryogenic resistance thermometers.

With this new setup we achieved a relative accuracy in heat capacity of at least 1 part in

10000 on samples with a mass of typically 20 mg, with a data-point density of 1000 points

per Kelvin and higher. The measuring cell, shown in Fig. 11.11, is inserted into a split-

coil magnet system that allows us to explore angular dependent properties in an external

magnetic �eld. This is of particular interest for studying anisotropic superconductors at low

temperatures which are expected to show a variety of phenomena related to vortex physics.

We successfully tested the apparatus on a 16 mg sample of superconducting niobium (T
c
'

9 K). Since the thermometers are calibrated up to room temperature, the same setup can be

used to perform measurements in the temperature range 2.5 K to 300 K. This work was done

in the framework of a diploma thesis.

In the context of the technical part of another diploma thesis an independent and fully

automated device for electrical four-point transport measurements was designed and built.

Two main speci�cations guided the development of this device: 1) The possibility to quickly

stabilize the temperature of the sample within 0.1 K; 2) The minimization of thermal gradients

across the sample holder, in order to keep the di�erence between the temperature at the

sensor site and the e�ective temperature at the sample site as small as possible. In order to

comply with these requirements, a whole experimental setup was put on stream, comprising

a He ow cryostat, a temperature controller for the sample holder, a cryosorption pump

(with automatic nitrogen re�ll relay circuit), a digital nano-voltmeter, a dc current source,

and a measurement computer with IEEE interface card. A Labview program performs the

readings and settings for the actual four-point measurements and controls the sequence in

the temperature pro�le entered by the user.

Basically, the temperature stabilization process involves the temperature controllers of

both, the cryostat and the sample holder. As the thermal inertia of the cryostat is large, it
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takes up to 10 minutes until a new cryostat temperature is stabilized. However, very fast

temperature changes of the sample away from the cryostat temperature could be realized by

integrating a powerful heating foil on the sample holder. Thermal relaxation tests revealed

that temperature steps of 10 K are well stabilized within about 30 s. The accuracy of typical

resistance data was found to be �10 �
.

11.3.2 Electrical transport in doped manganites

A number of experiments have provided strong evidence for the existence of small pola-

ronic charge carriers and their hopping conduction in the paramagnetic state of manganites.

However, the nature of the charge carriers and the electrical transport mechanism in the

low-temperature metallic state have not been resolved. At low temperatures, a dominant T 2

contribution in resistivity is generally observed, and has been ascribed to electron-electron

scattering [26]. Jaime et al. [27] have recently shown that the resistivity is essentially temper-

ature independent below 20 K and exhibits a strong T 2 dependence above 50 K. In addition,

the coeÆcient of the T 2 term is about 60 times larger than that expected for electron-electron

scattering. They thus ruled out the electron-electron scattering as the conduction mechanism

and proposed single magnon scattering with a cuto� at long wavelengths. In their scenario

[27], they considered a case where the manganese e
g
minority (spin-up) band lies slightly

above the Fermi level (in the majority spin-down band) with a small energy gap of about

1 meV. This is in contradiction with optical data [28] which show that the manganese e
g

minority band is well above the Fermi level. This suggests that the conduction mechanism

proposed in ref. [27] is not relevant.
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Figure 11.12: Low temperature resistivity �(T )

for a high-quality �lm of La0:75Ca0:25MnO3.

The solid line is a �t to the data using Eq. 11.1

with ~!
s
=k

B
= 74.5(4) K.

Recently, Alexandrov and Bratkovsky [4] have proposed a theory for colossal magnetore-

sistance in doped manganites. Their model predicts that small polaronic transport is the

prevalent conduction mechanism even below the ferromagnetic ordering temperature T
C
. If

their model is indeed relevant, the temperature dependence of the resistivity should agree

with polaron metallic conduction. This is indeed the case as demonstrated by us [29]. There

are three contributions to the resistivity: the residual resistivity �
o
, the term AT

4:5 con-

tributed from 2-magnon scattering [30], and the term B!
s
= sinh2(~!

s
=2k

B
T ), which arises

from polaron coherent motion involving a relaxation due to a soft optical phonon mode that

is strongly coupled to the carriers [29]. Here !
s
is the frequency of a soft optical mode. The

low-temperature resistivity is then given by [29, 31]

�(T ) = �
o
+AT

4:5 +B!
s
= sinh2(~!

s
=2k

B
T ): (11.1)
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Fig. 11.12 shows �(T ) data for a high-quality epitaxial thin �lm of La0:75Ca0:25MnO3. The

data can be well �tted by Eq. 11.1 with ~!
s
=k

B
= 74.5(4) K. If we allow the power in the

second term of Eq. 11.1 to be a �tting parameter, the best �t gives a power of 4.2(4) [32],

very close to 4.5 expected from 2-magnon scattering [30]. Furthermore, the coeÆcient A is

in quantitative agreement with the prediction of 2-magnon scattering [32]. This provides the

�rst bulk experimental evidence of half-metallic ferromagnetism in doped manganites [32].

11.3.3 Phase transition of the vortex lattice in cuprates

It is well known from thermal experiments that the vortex-lattice melting-transition in

YBa2Cu3O7�Æ for magnetic �elds parallel to the crystallographic c-axis is a �rst-order phase

transition [25, 33, 34, 35]. The measured latent heats of melting, L = T�S, are in very good

agreement with theoretical predictions based on an anisotropic London model [36, 37]. When

the applied magnetic �eld H is tilted away from c, one expects a certain scaling behavior of

the melting �elds H
m
(T) and of the associated discontinuities in entropy, �S.

However, it has been concluded from resistivity data in a perfect H==ab geometry that

deviations from the standard anisotropic scaling behavior [36, 37] should occur within 0.3

degrees around H==ab [38]. Within this narrow range of angles, we may expect that the

vortex physics is inuenced by the layered crystal structure of the material, and a state with

intrinsic vortex pinning should develop. Early theoretical work has predicted the occurrence

of a second-order phase transition of the H==ab Josephson-vortex lattice to a corresponding

uid state [39]. The thermodynamics of this state is experimentally unexplored. Our pre-

vious work on the angular dependence of �S [25, 33] did not reach suÆcient resolution to

explore a perfect H==ab geometry. We have very much improved the accuracy, so we can

test whether the thermodynamics of the vortex matter near H==ab deviates from continuum-

theory expectations or not.
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Figure 11.13: Entropies of vortex-lattice melting in YBa2Cu3O7�Æ from 250 speci�c-heat

experiments for varying external magnetic �eld H and angle � between H and the c-axis of

the crystal. In agreement with continuum theory, all �S(T) data collapse onto one single

curve.

To do this, we have carefully investigated the angular dependence of the thermodynamic

quantities H
m
(T) and �S of an untwined YBa2Cu3O7�Æ single crystal (Tc = 92.5 K) using

our new high-resolution calorimeter with an angular resolution of 0.01 degrees. We have
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performed a series of 250 heat-capacity measurements for a varying H==c, and for a �xed

�0H = 3 T, 5 T and 7.5 T and varying angle between H and c, respectively (see Fig. 11.13).

According to conventional continuum theory, the melting entropies �S for H==ab should

coincide with the respective data obtained at the same temperature in a H==c geometry. For

instance, �S for H==ab in �0H = 7.5 T at T = 89.8 K should be the same as �S for H==c

in �0H = 0.86 T for H==c at the same temperature. Within the accuracy of our apparatus,

�S behaves as predicted by an anisotropic London theory, also for H==ab. There is still a

measurable latent heat, at exactly the temperature calculated from an anisotropic continuum

theory. We do not see any change in the thermodynamics of the vortex system for H==ab in

the investigated crystal.

Very recent theoretical [40] and experimental [41] work indicates, however, that signi�cant

deviations from continuum theory can occur only in cuprate superconductors with a electronic

anisotropy larger than in optimally doped YBa2Cu3O7�Æ. Suitable candidates for similar

experiments are therefore oxygen depleted YBa2Cu3O7�Æ and Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8.

11.4 Spectroscopic studies of cuprates (not related to isotope e�ects)

11.4.1 NMR and NQR studies

In a collaboration with Dr. J. Karpinski (ETHZ) the inuence of Sr for Ba substitution on

the structure and charge distribution in YBa2Cu4O8 was studied by NQR and compared to

an extensive bond-valence sum (BVS) investigation [42]. The NQR frequency �
Q
of the plane

copper is very sensitive to changes in the density of hole charge carriers n in the CuO2 planes.

NQR experiments for YBa2Cu3O7�x and La2�xSrxCuO4 show that �
Q
of the plane copper

nuclei shifts towards higher values with increasing hole charge carrier concentration in the

planes. In the YBa2Cu3O7�x family �
Q
changes at 100 K from 23.18 MHz in underdoped

YBa2Cu3O6 to 31.53 MHz in YBa2Cu3O7. In the La2�xSrxCuO4 system, �Q increases linearly

with Sr doping from 33 MHz for x=0 to 36.2 MHz for x=0.15. Assuming that each Sr ion

delivers one hole charge carrier into the CuO2 plane one gets a frequency change of d�
Q
/dn

= 21 MHz/hole. This result is used to estimate the increase of n in the CuO2 planes of

YBa2�xSrxCu4O8 when Ba is substituted by isovalent Sr. The measurements of �
Q
of plane

copper in YBa2�xSrxCu4O8 show an increase by 330 kHz for x = 0.3 and by 610 kHz for x

= 0.6 as compared to the pure x = 0 material. The increase in �
Q
is approximately linear

in x, and thus one can conclude that the plane hole charge carrier concentration increases by

0.016 hole/Cu for x = 0.3 and 0.029 hole/Cu for x = 0.6. Since Sr and Ba are isovalent, this

increase has to come from a charge redistribution in the structure. With x increasing, �
Q
of

chain copper decreases for almost the same value as �
Q
of plane copper increases suggesting

a chain to plane hole transfer. These results support BVS calculations which show a general

increase of hole concentration and, in addition, a clear indication of redistribution of holes

between copper and oxygen in the CuO2 planes. The estimated values of the charge transfer

di�er slightly between BVS and NQR results. This is understandable in view of the crudeness

of these two empirical approaches, which neglect other e�ects like volume change and strain

caused by substitutions.

In a similar copper NQR study of YBa2Cu4O8 the inuence on structure and charge

distribution by substituting Y with isovalent RE ions was investigated. A clear trend was

observed showing an increase in NQR frequencies for plane as well as chain copper sites

with increasing ionic radii of RE ions in the sequence Er, Ho, Y, Dy, Gd, Sm, Nd. These

�ndings can be explained by a change in the chain to plane hole transfer, combined with

an appreciable variation of lattice parameters, and have to be compared with the results

obtained from a detailed BVS investigation.
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11.4.2 �SR studies of ruthenocuprates

There have been a number of recent reports of the coexistence of superconductivity and

long-range magnetic order in the new class of hybrid ruthenocuprates RuSr2LnCu2O8 (Ru-

1212) and RuSr2(Ln1+xCe1�x)Cu2O10 (Ru-1222) (Ln= Sm, Eu, and Gd) [43, 44]. These

compounds have a layered structure with alternating CuO2 and RuO2 layers. It seems that

superconductivity is developed in CuO2 layers like in high-T
c
cuprates and magnetism is

due to the RuO2 planes. Till now most of the reports have focused on a Ru-1212 phase,

where the magnetic transition is observed at T
m
=133 K and the onset temperature of super-

conductivity is T
c
=35 K. Several experiments were performed to con�rm the coexistence of

superconductivity and magnetism on a microscopic scale. In particular, Bernhard et al. [44]

using zero-�eld (ZF) muon-spin rotation (�SR) technique found that the magnetic order is

uniform and homogeneous on a microscopic level.

We decided to focus our attention on a Ru-1222 phase RuSr2(Ln1:4Ce0:6)Cu2O10 (Ln=Eu

or Gd), which is actually the �rst ruthenocuprate where the coexistence of superconductivity

and magnetism was found [43]. Recently the speci�c heat jump at T
c
was observed in these

samples con�rming bulk superconductivity [45]. However, it remains to be demonstrated that

the magnetism also has bulk character in order to infer the microscopic coexistence of mag-

netism and superconductivity. To answer this question we studied RuSr2(Ln1:4Ce0:6)Cu2O10

(Ln=Eu or Gd) using ZF-�SR. Magnetization measurements showed that these samples were

superconducting below T
c
=40 K and the magnetic transition occurs at T

m
=80 K.

The �SR experiments were performed at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI), using es-

sentially 100% spin-polarized positive \surface muons". At low temperatures in all studied

samples we observed damped oscillations due to muon-spin precession in local magnetic �elds.

A clear oscillation observed in the ZF-�SR spectra implies that muons sense a well de�ned

internal magnetic �eld.
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Figure 11.14: Temperature dependence of the

internal magnetic �eld at the muon site in
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Figure 11.14 shows the temperature dependence of the internal magnetic �eld at the

muon site for a RuSr2(Eu1:4Ce0:6)Cu2O10 sample. From the magnitude of the oscillatory

component we deduce that the entire sample volume is magnetically ordered. Our ZF-�SR

experiments thus provide conclusive evidence of magnetic order in the superconducting Ru-

1222 compounds. The magnetism is uniform and homogeneous in the entire sample volume.

Therefore there is a microscopic coexistence of superconductivity and magnetism in Ru-1222

compounds.
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11.4.3 EPR studies of cuprates

The investigation of high-T
c
superconductors has, from a magnetic resonance point of view,

till recently been dominated by NMR. The observation of EPR is of great interest, because

the time-domain of observation of EPR is two to three orders of magnitude shorter than that

of NMR. However, the application of EPR to high-T
c
cuprates was restricted owing to the

absence of intrinsic EPR signals in these compounds. The reason of the EPR silence in the

cuprates is due to the extremely large linewidth. Another approach in the application of EPR

to high-T
c
superconductors is to dope these compounds with small amounts of paramagnetic

ions which are used to probe the intrinsic behavior. One of the best candidates is Mn, which

in the 2+ valent state gives a well de�ned signal and substitutes for the Cu2+ in the CuO2

plane. Recently, Kochelaev et al. [46] have intensively studied the EPR of Mn2+ doped

La2�xSrxCuO4. They found that the Mn ions are strongly coupled to the collective motion

of the Cu spins (the so called bottleneck regime). The bottleneck regime allows to obtain

substantial information on the dynamics of the copper electron spins in the CuO2 plane [46].

We decided to take advantage of the Mn2+ doped La2�xSrxCuO4 to probe the copper spin

relaxation via the bottleneck e�ect. Figure 11.15 shows the temperature dependence of the

linewidth for samples with di�erent Sr concentration. In all studied samples the linewidth
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Figure 11.15: Temperature dependence of the EPR

linewidth �H
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for La2�xSrxCu0:98Mn0:02O4 samples

with various concentration x. The solid lines represent

the best �t using the theoretical model described in the

text.

decreases with decreasing temperature, passes through a minimum at a temperature T
min

and increases again on further cooling. The low temperature upturn is more pronounced in

underdoped samples and decreases with increasing doping and in addition T
min

systematically

shifts to lower temperatures.

In order to explain the observed temperature dependence of the linewidth, a new theoret-

ical model is proposed that relates the EPR linewidth with the tilting and tunneling modes

of the oxygen octahedra around the copper. This model leads to a Hamiltonian in which the

Q
i

4 and Q
i

5 modes are coupled linearly to Dzyaloshinsky-type spin terms [47]:
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� =
3�G

�2
:

Here Qi

4 and Q
i

5 are the normal coordinates of the oxygen octahedron CuO6, which describe

its distortions due to the tunneling motion of the apical oxygen between the four potential

minima without the rigid rotation of the octahedra as a whole. The constants � and G

correspond to the spin-orbit and orbit-lattice coupling, � is the crystal �eld splitting between

the ground and excited orbital energy levels, < ij > means the sum over neighboring Cu sites

in the x� y plane, and a is the lattice constant.
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Using this Hamiltonian we calculated the temperature dependence of the EPR linewidth

and compared it with the experimental data [48]. The solid lines in Fig. 11.15 represent the

best �t curves to the theoretical model. One can see that there is a good agreement between

theory and experiment. Furthermore, this novel theoretical approach allows an estimation

of the intrinsic EPR relaxation time, and provides an explanation for the long-standing

problem of EPR silence in high-T
c
superconductors. Our estimations show that the intrinsic

EPR linewidth from copper spins in these compounds would be of the order of 104 G. This

value is too large for observing an EPR signal at the usual frequencies.

11.5 Experiments with low-energy muons

As described in the Annual Report 1999/2000, the recent development of a low-energy (LE)

muon beam at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) [49, 50] o�ers completely new possibilities

in �SR research in condensed matter physics. These slow muons of tunable energy can

be implanted at very small and controllable depth (with nanometer resolution) below the

surface of a sample. The spectrum of applications of LE-�SR is unique, including magnetic

and superconducting thin �lms, multilayer systems and structured materials, quasi two-

dimensional magnetic systems, and new materials which can only be prepared in thin �lm

form.

Over the last �ve years the LE-�SR technique was developed by researchers from PSI

(E. Morenzoni, project leader) and from the Universities of Birmingham, Braunschweig,

Konstanz, and Zurich. In the last year the LE-�SR apparatus was considerably modi�ed

to improve its performance. In order to extend the range of possible samples to be investi-

gated by this technique, a new ultra-high vacuum cryostat was built, that allows to perform

experiments from 2.4 K up to room temperature. In addition, the magnetic �eld of the ex-

ternal solenoid was increased to 0.3 Tesla. With the goal to use solid neon as a moderation

material in the future, which would increase the intensity of low energy muons by at least

50%, an experimental program was started to improve the cryostat required for the modera-

tion of the low-energy muons. Furthermore, PSI has decided to build a new dedicated surface

muon beam line. All these improvements will increase the muon intensity by a factor of 10,

making LE-�SR experiments much more eÆcient in the near future.
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